Liven up your lighting.
Dad calls it “Lightscape 1”. I call it “My sunset”.

My dad has put a Zigbee transmitter in my room. It makes the light so bright and colourful! Now I can party with my friends in pink, do my homework in blue and in the evening look forward to my very own sunset.

Intelligent lamps based on Zigbee® Light Link such as Philips Hue or Osram Lightify can now be easily controlled via radio using wall-mounted transmitters from JUNG. Touch the lamps, attach the transmitter and then create your own light moods – it couldn’t be simpler.
Position where required.

So flexible: the ZigBee wall-mounted transmitter can simply be positioned in the room wherever it fits best.

QUICK TO ATTACH

The ZigBee wall-mounted transmitter is battery-operated so it can be placed on any surface.

FLEXIBLE TO EXTEND

It’s so easy to add ZigBee to your existing electrical installation: attach the wall-mounted transmitter next to an existing switch together with a 2 gang frame – it’s that simple.

With its flat reverse side, the transmitter can be directly screwed onto the wall or into an existing switch box, depending on your requirements and the spatial conditions.

You can individually label the transmitter using the graphic tool. You can select your favourite online symbols and colours or use your own text. For inspiration and design ideas, go to jung.de/gt.
Lighting that sets the scene.

Achieving the perfect lighting is complex and diverse: it can be warm, natural, colourful or muted. You also have to take your own “feel-good” factor into account. With the JUNG ZigBee transmitter, this can easily be created according to your taste and mood.

Make switching more attractive.

You can switch your favourite lighting in a stylish, versatile JUNG design: the high-quality materials, range of colours and distinctive design make the ZigBee transmitter a real highlight in any room.

**LS 990**
- **A CREATION**
  - The classic switch in aluminium.
  - With blue-grey glass frame.

**CD 500**
- **HAND-HELD TRANSMITTER**
  - In black plastic.
  - The mobile alternative for switching lights.

---

**Switching/Dimming**
- Set the required light intensity.

**Colour Temperature**
- Select warm, neutral or daylight white.

**Colour Values**
- RGB coloured lighting for every room.

**Scenes**
- Retrieve your favourite settings using scenes.
Further information about the functionality of the JUNG ZigBee transmitter and the compatible luminaires can be found at jung.de/zigbee.